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W

hen Nicolai Gedda died on
January 1st 2017, the world of
Opera and Classical Music lost
one of the most accomplished, and certainly
most versatile tenors of the 20th Century.
His linguistic, vocal, and musical skills
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gave him the ability to master a remarkable
number of musical styles. Included in Gedda’s stage, concert, and recorded repertoire
are Oratorios by Bach and Handel, Operas
by Gluck, Weber, Adam, Bizet, Massenet, Gounod, Berlioz, Meyerbeer, Rossini,
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Bellini, Donizetti, Verdi, Puccini, Mozart,
Flotow, Wagner, Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky
and Barber; Operettas by Strauss and Lehar;
German, French, Russian, Swedish, and English Art Songs, and Russian Folk Songs. In
all of this vast and eclectic repertoire Gedda
is vocally, musically, and stylistically correct. To reach this level of accomplishment
requires intelligence, vocal and musical
talent, discipline, and thousands of hours
spent acquiring and perfecting a vocal
technique. It is Gedda’s vocal technique that
I would like to examine.
Gedda is usually referred to as a Swedish tenor, or as an example of the so-called
Swedish/ Italian School of singing. To be
honest, I have never felt that Gedda should
be considered an example of the aforementioned Swedish/Italian School. I have come
to this conclusion after many hours of not
only watching and listening to Gedda sing,
but also reading and listening to interviews
with him. I should add that I only saw
Gedda in performance one time. It was in
La traviata at the Lyric Opera of Chicago
in 1970. In that theater his voice was larger
and warmer than I thought it would be, as
well as being very clear. His offstage high C
during Caballe’s singing of “Sempre Libera”
was very impressive. I thought that Gedda’s
voice had more presence and was more
exciting than that of Carlo Bergonzi whom I
saw in Tosca some months later.
Gedda was first taught by his Russian
step-father who was a bass in the Don
Cossack Choir, as well as a choir director
and cantor in Russian Orthodox Churches.
Young Nicolai sang in those choirs from
boyhood and continued to sing in the Russian churches after graduating from college.
In his early twenties he began looking for a
voice teacher, and one of the clients at the
bank where he was working introduced him
to the Swedish tenor Carl Martin Oehman,
who had recommended the very young
Jussi Björling to John Forsell, the General
Manager of the Stockholm Opera.
In an interview with bass Jerome
Hines, Gedda explained the principles he
learned from Oehman. “He taught me about
support. It is very important to hold the
chest as high as possible. When you inhale

you fill the lower parts of the lungs first, so
automatically your ribs have a movement
out. The support is the movement, with the
help of your abdomen, under the sides of
the rib cage. If one could see through the
body, I would say that the rib cage, through
that muscle work, is expanding outward.
The outer muscles below the ribs have a tendency to go out. You use your chest also as a
resonator…as a support”.
“He explained to me the mask...the
bone structures under the eyes. We have
cavities behind the nose, and under both
eyes. The tone has to travel through the
throat and be placed above the nose, and we
play with the tone in all of those cavities. Of
course, too many think that to sing in the
mask means to sing nasal sounds.”
“My first teacher taught that the
position of the throat, when singing, should
be the same position you have when you are
yawning: wide open without any muscles….
no tension whatsoever. By inhaling properly, as when you yawn, your Adam’s apple
automatically goes into a low position. Now,
I don’t just take a breath and exercise. I have
the mouth closed and I inhale…not just
through the nostrils only…but deeper, so I
have a sensation behind the nose. I have the
sensation that I open all those cavities.”
“He was very severe about the pronunciation of the consonants, especially at the
beginning of the word, so every consonant would be heard clearly. In bel canto,
energetic pronunciation of these consonants
should not ruin the line. They should come
at the very last moment after a vowel.”
“Another rule is, whatever you sing,
in whatever position, or key, the consonant
with which you start a word should be on
the same height as your vowel.” (Jerome
Hines: Great Singers on Great Singing Doubleday & Co. Inc. 1982)
Gedda studied with Oehman for three
years before he made his debut in opera. His
second teacher, Paola Novikova, claimed
to have studied with the Italian baritone
Mattia Battistini. Novikova, unlike Oehman,
used a system of fast moving scales in the
style of the Italian bel canto school. “She
also taught me the sorriso [smile] position
of the mouth…a slight smile.” Gedda gives
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her credit for teaching him the old bel canto
Italian method of singing.
Gedda’s answers to the question of
“what do head voice and chest voice mean
to you”, are very interesting.
“Head voice to me means falsetto. That
is a tone that is absolutely not supported. I
have learned to sing a very high mezza voce,
and I always support it. I can’t sing falsetto
anymore. Falsetto… it’s very high pitched,
but a tone I can’t do anything with. Pianissimo….I can support it and make a crescendo
on it. It can only be acquired by working on
the placement of the voice. The higher the
voice is placed the more you can work on it.
The more the voice is equalized… there are
absolutely no breaks in the voice from low
to high…no registers. We tenors have those
difficult notes in the passaggio- F sharp,
G-that have to be overcome. As a tenor, for
the position in the throat around F-sharp and
G, one must think of yawning even more.
The ah should be covered. I was taught that
one should think more of an oh. It can’t be
an open ah, as in the lower register. The tone
has to be as much forward as possible…not
nasal…but really in the mask.” (Ibid.)
We can tell from his well articulated
descriptions of his technical training that
he knew exactly what he was doing. To get
an idea how his approach to singing high
mezza voce sounded in performance, listen
to his recording of “Magische Töne” on YouTube. This is one of the most stunning examples of sustained mezzo voce singing you
will ever hear. In addition to his mastery of
mezza voce, Gedda was also greatly admired
for his spectacular high C, C#, and D. For an
exciting example of these high notes listen
to his recording of “Mes amis, ecoutez l’histoire” from The Postillon De Lonjumeau. The
high D and the interpolated C at the end are
spectacular. This is the Opera in which he
made his debut. For an example of his florid
singing, mezza voce, and high notes, listen
to his recording of “Von Jungend auf schon
im Kampfgefeld” from Oberon. A bravura
performance of a very demanding aria.
These recordings can give you an idea of the
quality of sound which resulted from the
technical approach which he described.
From a technical standpoint he was
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influenced by two fundamentally different
concepts of what a tenor should sound like
and how he should produce that sound.
From the age of 5 and until he began to
study with Oehman, he was under the
influence of the Russian school of tenor
singing. The Russians like a different tenor
sound than the Italians, Spanish, French,
or Germans. The Spanish, French, and
Germans were heavily influenced by the bel
canto approach of the Italians. The Russians
however, thought that tenors should sound
different than basses, and developed a different technical approach for each of those
voice types. The basses were taught to sing
with the words produced low in the throat,
as when speaking, and to form them in the
soft palate. For tenors they like a plaintive
sound and to achieve this they are taught to
produce the words higher in the throat and
far forward in the mask. They also use the
back of the tongue to help form the vowels
and add to the plaintive sound. This use
of the tongue adds a kind of “Gomer Pyle”
quality to their sound
Gedda, to me, sounds as if he uses
more of the Russian school than he does
the Italian school. To give you an example of why I believe that this is the case, I
have chosen six recordings of Lensky’s aria

from Eugene Onegin. The first three are
by the most famous of the Russian tenors,
Leonid Sobinov, Sergei Lemeshev, and Ivan
Kozlovsky. The fourth is by Gedda, and the
last two by Jussi Björling and Fritz Wunderlich. All these recordings are on YouTube.
The three Russian singers have the same
basic quality of sound and approach to
the dramatic situation. Both Björling and
Wunderlich have a much different quality of
sound. Their words are formed lower in the
throat as if they are speaking or declaiming
the text as an actor would. The emotions
they express are generated from the text
and this colors the sound in the same way
that a great stage actor would. The Russians
attempt to create the emotions by using
their technique to do so.
I mean the technique they use makes
them sound plaintive, it gives them that
uniquely “Russian” sound. Whenever I
listen to Gedda sing, I am aware of this Russian approach. He did not learn that from
Oehman. If you listen to the few recordings
of Oehman on YouTube, you do not hear
any of the “Russian” influence at all. He has
a very natural sound and his approach is
similar to that of Björling. My conclusion is
that Gedda was influenced more by the Russian school he learned in his youth than he
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was by Oehman. He seems more concerned
about making every syllable of every word
understood than in inflecting each phrase
as he would a sentence if he were acting
rather than singing. It seems like he is more
concerned that every note goes into the
correct spot in the mask than he is in expressing the emotions or drama in the text
and music. In many instances this robs the
music and drama of its needed emotion and
the declamation of the text of onomatopoeia… [make the word sound like it means].
I believe that he took things learned from
Oehman and Novikova and added them to
the basic Russian approach he learned in
his youth. While this may have prevented
him from being a great performer in each
of the styles he mastered, he was certainly
very good in some, excellent at most and
truly wonderful in others. How each of us
responds to a singer, or in what regard we
hold them is in reality subjective, not objective. The only opinion that should matter
is your own. We all see and hear things in
a slightly different way or from a different
perspective. While I find things in Gedda’s
singing that I don’t really like, I admire him
greatly for his technical mastery of mezza
voce singing, his rock solid high notes, his
fluency and mastery of many languages,
and his ability to be at home in an incredible number of musical styles. n
Carl Lawrenz has been listening to opera
and singers since he was born. He began to
read about singers and study them at the age
of 10 and has never stopped. Carl earned a
degree in Music Education and Voice from
North Park College and a Masters Degree in
Applied Voice from Northwestern University.
From 1969 through 1975 he was a member
of the Chicago Symphony Chorus In 1982 he
sang the role of Froh in Das Rheingold and
covered the role of Siegmund in Die Walküre
with the Seattle Opera. In the late 1980’s
and 90’s he sang over one hundred and fifty
performances of leading tenor in Carmen,
Magic Flute, Pagliacci. Cavalleria rusticana,
Rigoletto, Tales of Hoffman, and Tosca.
He has been teaching voice since 1971 and
has several singers in international careers.
Among them Ailyn Perez.
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